
End-of-Program Review 2007-08
Sustainability in Expressive Arts (EA) Programs

Did your program address sustainability? Sustainability can include:
- Living within the limits (for example, reducing consumption)
- Understanding the interconnections among economy, society, and environment
- Equitable distribution of resources and opportunities

Extensively Moderately A little Not at All

Percent of 
Programs 
Addressed 

Sustainability

Programs 
Addressed 

Sustainability 
(N)

Programs 
responded 

(N)
Expressive Arts Programs 0.0% 46.2% 23.1% 30.8% 69.3% 9 13
All Programs 16.4% 24.1% 18.1% 41.4% 58.6% 68 116

EA Programs that include 
sustainability Extent
Making Space and Using It: Installation 
and Performance Art                                

Moderately

Me and My Shadow: Performing Arts in Moderately
Mediaworks                                              Moderately

Music in Culture                                        Moderately

The Art of Non-Violent Political Action     Moderately
Nature:  Image and Object                       Moderately
Performing Arts of China and India          A little
So You Want to Be a Producer?              A little
Foundations of Visual Art                         A little

Areas of sustainability studied in the program (e.g., environmental sustainability, social 
sustainability including social justice, economic sustainability, sustainable business pratices, 
community sustainability, environmental ethics)
A high percentage of student projects voluntarily incorporated environmental sustainability, social 
justice, medical ethics and health care access issues.                                                                         
social sustainability, social justice, environmental ethics                                                                      
Students did fall quarter research and production of a multi-media presentation focused on some 
aspect of climate change to communicate positive messages that might change consumption 
behaviors.                                                                                                                                              
Environmental sustainability, social sustainability including social justice, economic sustainability, 
history of colonialism, globalization as an interdisciplinary field of study                                              

We read and seminared on  "Conversation Before the End of Time" by Suzy Gablic, a series of 
interviews with artists, historians, and critics, about the roll of art in our culture and the responsibility
artists have to issues of sustainability and the environment.                                                                

Social justice, community sustainability, collaboration, etc.                                                                  
Environmental art related to climate change, examples of artists interested in sustainability               
Environmental issues of the culture studies                                                                                          
Sustainable business practices                                                                                                             
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